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THE THEORY OF ORDERED ABELIAN GROUPS
DOES NOT HAVE THE INDEPENDENCE PROPERTY

BY

Y. GUREVICH1 AND P. H. SCHMITT2

ABSTRACT. We prove that no complete theory of ordered abelian groups has

the independence property, thus answering a question by B. Poizat. The main

tool is a result contained in the doctoral dissertation of Yuri Gurevich and also

in P. H. Schmitt's Elementary properties of ordered abelian groups, which basically

transforms statements on ordered abelian groups into statements on coloured

chains. We also prove that every ra-type in the theory of coloured chains has

at most 2" coheirs, thereby strengthening a result by B. Poizat.

0. Background and introduction. The independence property is one of the

properties introduced by S. Shelah in [16].

DEFINITION. A complete theory T is said to have the independence property, if

there is a formula <p(x, y) such that for every A; > 0:

T\j(3xs\ f\ v(xs,cl)k A -.<p(f,c')    : s C fc

is consistent.

To convey an idea of the relevance of this definition we remember two results

from (logical) stability theory.

For a structure 21 let Sm(2l) denote the set of complete m-types over 21. We

write 5(21) for Si(21) and in the following p always denotes an infinite cardinal.

The stability function gr of a complete theory T is defined by

gT{p) = sup{card(S(2l)):2l |= T and card(21) = /¿}.

It was proved in [8] building heavily on [16] (see also [9]) that for any countable

complete theory T gr is one of the six functions:

H,H + 2W, p,"3, dedf», ded(/i)w, 2"

where ded(/i) = sup{A: there is a linear order Y with card(F) = p and Y has A

Dedekind cuts}. It was already contained in [16] that the independence property

basically characterizes theories T with gr{p) — 2ß. More precisely:

0.1. If T has the independence property then for all p: gr{p) — 2ß.

0.2. If for some p ded(/i)UJ < grip), then T has the independence property.
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If the generalized continuum hypothesis is true 0.2 does not say anything, since

then we have for all p:gr(p) < 2^ = ded(p)UJ. To describe the second situation

where the independence property shows up we need the concept of coheir.

DEFINITION. Let 21, 23 be structures, 21 ■< 23, p G 5m(2l), q G 5m(23). q is called

a coheir of p if for every formula <p(x, b) G q there is a G 21 such that 23 |= <p(a, b)

and p Ç q.

B. Poizat characterized in [12] complete theories T with the independence prop-

erty in terms of the maximal number of coheirs:

0.3. If T does not have the independence property then for all ft > card(T) and

all models 21, 23 of T with card(2l) = p and 21 < 23, every p G 5(21) has at most 2^

coheirs in S (2$).

0.4. If T has the independence property then there are models 21,23 of T with

21 < 23,card(2l) = p> card(T) such that some p G S (21) has 22" coheirs in 5(23).

Bruno Poizat has shown in [12] that no complete theory of coloured chains (i.e.

linear orders with additional unary predicates) has the independence property. M.

Parigot proved the same for complete theories of trees [11]. In fact they both showed

that for any two structures 21 < 23 in the considered theories any type p G 5(21)

has at most 2" many coheirs in 5(23) regardless of the cardinality of 21. It was

for a short while an open question whether this was true for any theory without

the independence property. But Françoise Delon [1] constructed a theory without

the independence property such that for every p there are models 21,23, 21 <

23, card(2l) = p such that some type p G 5(21) has at least ded(/^) coheirs in 5(23).

Examples of theories with the independence property are the complete theories of

infinite Boolean algebras. J.-L. Duret proved in [3] that for every infinite model

K of the theory of finite fields, Th(Ä") does have the independence property. F.

Delon showed in [2] that under the hypothesis of the theorem of Ax and Kochen

the theory of a valued field has the independence property only if the theory of its

value group or the theory of its residue field has the independence property. It was

this result that motivated B. Poizat to ask in [12] whether any complete theory of

ordered abelian groups can have the independence property.

In §1 we strengthen the result of B. Poizat and show that any n-type p in a

coloured chain has at most 2n coheirs. §2 collects the definitions and theorems

from [15] that will be used to prove our main theorem in §3.

1. Number of coheirs in coloured chains. By a coloured chain we under-

stand a linear order with additional unary predicates. The number of additional

unary predicates may be arbitrary unless specified otherwise.

Let M be a coloured chain and p(xi,..., xn) a type in Sn(M). The cut deter-

mined by p and x¿ is defined to be the pair:

Ai = {ae M:a < xt£ p),        Bi = {a G M: x¿ < a G p}.

FACT A. If M contains zí many additional unary predicates and (AX,BX),...,

(An, Bn) are cuts of M then there are at most 2K° many types in Sn(M) such that

for all i, 1 < i < n, p and xt determine the cut (Ai, Bi), where zío = max(zc, w).

This was proved for n = 1 and k < oj in the course of the proof of Théorème 9 in

[12]. There is no new argument needed to verify our slightly more general version.

DEFINITION. If a, b are elements of a coloured chain A, we say that a sequence

<pi,...,(pk of formulas is realized between a and 6 if there are elements ci,..., c*
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of A with a < cx < ■ ■ ■ < Cfc < b where each c¿ satisfies the corresponding formula

<Pi-

THEOREM 1.1. Two increasing sequences ax < ■ ■ ■ < an from the coloured

chain C and bi < ■ ■ ■ <bn from the coloured chain D have the same type (over the

empty set of parameters) provided that:

(i) for each i, 1 < i <n, a¿ and 6, have the same type,

(ii) for each i, 1 < i < n, the same finite sequences of formulas are realized

between at and a¿+i and between bi and 6¿+i.

Theorem 1.1 is stated in M. Rubin's paper [13, p. 408] as Theorem 3.10 without

proof. But having read §3 of [13] it is not hard to supply one. A proof of this

theorem is also contained in [14].

THEOREM 1.2. Let A, C be coloured chains, A ÇC and p(xi,...,xn) an n-type

over A. Then p has at most 2™ coheirs in Sn(C).

PROOF. Let (A¿,.z3¿), 1 < i < n, be the cuts of p at i¿. The subset C¿ = {c G

C: Ai < c < Bi} is called the filling of the cut (Al, Bi) in C.

For a coheir q G S(C) of p there are for each i, 1 < i < n, only the two

possibilities that

(xi < c) G q    for all cG Ci

in which case we call q a left extension of p at x¿ or

(c < Xi) G q   for all c G C¿

and we call q a right extension of p at x¿.

We will show that two coheirs qx , c?2 of p with the same distribution of left/right

extensions at Xi,...,x„ already coincide. By Theorem 1.1 it suffices to prove for

each i, 1 <i <n, and each c G C:

(1) <7i and q2 imply the same finite sequences of formulas be realized between c

and Xi and the same for sequences between c and x¿.

Let us assume that qx and q? are both left extensions at a;¿, the case of both

being right extensions is completely symmetric. When dealing with the case c <Xi

we may assume without loss of generality that c G A, since we can always find

a G Ai such that c < a. But now (1) follows since the restrictions of qx and q? to

types over A coincide. In the case x¿ < c we may assume by the same token that

c G Ci. Let us assume for the sake of a contradiction that for some finite sequence

5 of formulas,

"5 is realized between Xi and c" G q\

but

"5 is not realized between xx and c" G 172 •

By the coheir property of q2 there is a G A such that

C \= "5 is not realized between a and c".

But a has to be less than every element in C¿ and thus we get the contradiction "5

is not realized between xx and c"G q\.
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2. Prerequisites. We quickly review the crucial definitions and the main re-

sults of [15] that we shall use in §3. Similar results also appeared in [5].

We remark that the set of convex subgroups of an ordered abelian group G is

totally ordered by set inclusion; by convention, we consider the empty set as a

convex subgroup of G.

We consider an element g of an ordered abelian group G. Fn{g), the n-fundament

of g, is the largest convex subgroup C of G with C fl (g + nG) = 0. For n = pr we

write FPtT instead of Fn.

An ordered abelian group G is called n-regular if any closed interval [a,b] of G

which contains at least n elements contains a representative of every congruence

class modulo nG.

An(g), the n-regular jump of g, is the least convex subgroup C of G, such that

B(g)/C is n-regular, where B(g) is the convex subgroup of G generated by g.

We recall some basic properties of the groups introduced.

LEMMA 2.1.   (1) An(g) = An(mg) for all integers m/0.

(2) An(g + h)ÇAn(g)[jAn{h).

(3) IfAn{g) c An(h), then An{g + h) = An{h).

(A)Fn(g + nh) = Fn(g).

(b)Fn(g + h)ÇFn(g)uFn(h).

(6) If Fn(g) C Fn(h), thenFn(g + h) = Fn(h).

Let LOG be the (first-order) language of ordered groups containing the nonlogical

symbols: +, — ,0, <.

The language of spines, LSP, is the (first-order) language containing as nonlog-

ical symbols, "<" and the unary relation symbols:

A, F, Dk, a(p, k, m)    for all primes p, k > 1, m > 0.

DEFINITION. For n > 2 we associate with every ordered abelian group G its

n-spine Spn(G). Spn(G) is the LSP-structure with:

universe = {An{g): g<EG}U {Fn{g): g G G},

Ci<C2 iffCtCC^,

A(C) iff C = An (g) for some g G G,

F{C) iff C = Fn (g) for some g G G,

Dk(C) iff G/C is discrete,

a(p, k, m)(C) iff aPifc(r(n, C)) > m.

Here T(n, C) is the quotient group formed by the subgroup T2(n, C) of all elements

h G G with Fn(h) Ç C modulo the subgroup Ti(n, C) of all elements h £ H with

Fn(h) C C and aPtk(H) is the Szmielev invariant given by dim(pfc~1ízr[p]/pfeíi"[p]).

The n-spines Sp„(G) are definable over G in the sense made precise in the

following lemma.

LEMMA 2.2. For every n > 2, k > 0 and every sequence of LOG-terms

ii(x),...,ffc(x), every LSP-formula x(yi> • • ■ ,Vk,zi,... ,Zk) can be translated into

a LOG-formula <p(x), such that for all ordered abelian groups G and all g G G,

Spn(G) \= x(An(tx(g)),..., An(tk(g)),Fn(tx(g)),.. .,Fn(tk(g))) iff G |= <p(g).
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The language LOG* is the definitional extension of LOG obtained by adding the

predicates

D(p,r,i)(x),    E(n,k)(x),

x = 1 (modAn(x)),    x < 1 (modA„(x)),    x > 1 (modAn(i))

for all n > 2, all primes p, r > 1, 0 < i < r and 0 < k < n defined by

D{p, r, i)(x) ~ 3y(pry = x) V 3»(Fp,,.(z - A) C Fp,r(x) = Fp,r(y)),

E(n,k)(x) <-> 3y((.Fn(x) = An(y) & ilG/An(y) is discrete and for the

smallest positive element z + A„(y) in G/An(y) we have

Fn(x-^)cAn(j/)").

For R one of the symbols =, <, >:

xRl (modAn(a:)) +-+ ÍÍG/An(x) is discrete and for its smallest positive

element e + An(x): (x + An(x)) R(l ■ e + An(x))".

The following properties of these predicates are easily checked:

LEMMA 2.3.   (1) IfFPiT(g) D Fp,T{h), then D(p,r,i)(g + h) <-> D(p,r,i)(g).

(2) IfFp,r{g) = FPtT(h) and D(p,r,i)(g), then D(p,r,i)(h) ♦-» D(p,r,i){g - h).
(3) If An(g) C A„(/i), then (g + h) = k (mod An(g + h)) <-> h = k (mod An(h)).
(4) g = fc (modAn(g)) <-> mg = mfc (mod A„(rag)) for m^O.

(5) If Fn{g) C Fn(h), then E(n,k){g + h) » E(n,k)(h).
(6) E(n, k)(g) <-> £(n, fc)(rag) /or ra ^ 0.

We can now state the main result from [15].

THEOREM 2.4.   For every LOG-formula p(x) we find:

(i) a natural number n > 2,

(ii) a LSP-formulaipo(y1,...,ym,zx,...,zr),

(iii) a quantifier-free LOG*-formula tp\(x),

(iv) LOG-terms tx(x),... ,tm(x),s\(x),... ,sr(x),

such that for all ordered abelian groups G and all g G G, G \= *p(g) i ff G |= ipi(g)

and

Spn(G)\=xßo(Ci,...,Cm,Du...,Dr)    for d = An(tt(g)), D, = Fn(st(g)).

PROOF. [15, Theorem 3.6].

3. The number of coheirs in ordered abelian groups. The objective of

this section is to prove

THEOREM 3.1. Let G,H be ordered abelian groups, G < H, and p G S(G).
Then p has at most 2" many coheirs in S(H).

Since for every elementary extension H' of H every coheir q G S (H) oí p can

be extended to a coheir q' G S(H'), q Ç q', of p (see [10, Corollary 3.8]) we may

assume w.l.o.g. that H is (cardG)+-saturated.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 will proceed along the following lines.

With each coheir q G S(H) of p we associate:

* a type q(0)(x) over H consisting of quantifier-free LOG*-formulas,
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* for every n > 2 a type q(n)(y, zx,..., zn) over Sp„(ii)

such that:

3.1(A) for 91,92 £ S(H) coheirs of p with <?i(0) = 92(0) and q(n) = q(n) for all

n > 2 we have already 91 =92,

3.1(B) for each n > 2 there are at most 2W possibilities for q(n) when 9 runs

through all coheirs of p,

3.1(C) there are most 2W many choices for 9(0) when 9 G S(H) is to be a coheir

of p.

Finally the claim of Theorem 3.1 will follow once 3.1(A), (B), (C) are proved.

The simplest bit is the definition of 9(0):

a quantifier-free LOG*-formula <p{x) with parameters from H is in 9(0) iff its

translation back into an LOG-formula lies in 9.

For the remaining definitions we keep n > 2 fixed. The definition of

q{n)(y,z1,...,zn)

will be effected by defining LOG-terms Tn(x),ai%n(x),... ,o-„ra(x) with parameters

from H and then

a LSP-formula \(y, z\,..., zn) with parameters from Spn(/i) is in q(n) iff the

formula x(An(Tn(x)),Fn(oi,n(x)),... ,F(on^n(x))) belongs to 9.

Here we have, as we will in the following, tacitly used Lemma 2.2 to ensure that

x{An{Tn(x))-,Fn(oi,n(x)),... ,Fn(ontn(x))) is in fact a LOG-statement. We want

to stress the important fact that the terms Tn,o\^n,... ,an,n will depend on p but

not on any particular coheir 9 of p.

We first concentrate on the definition of rn(x). We call p(x) an extension type

with respect to An if there are k > 0 and g Ç.G such that for all g' EG

ííAn(kx + g)¿An(g'yep(x),

kx + g is called an extension term of p(x) with respect to An.

LEMMA 3.2. Let p(x) be an extension type with respect to An with extension

term kx + g.

(a) Then for all m G Z, m ^ 0, g' G G,

"A„(rax + g1) D An{kx + g)" G p(x).

(b)  Every coheir q of p is again an extension type with respect to An and we

can use the same extension term.

PROOF, (a) "An(mx + g') C An(kx + o)"G p{x) would imply

"An(kx + g) = An([mkx + mg] - [kmx + kg'}) = An(mg - kg')" G p(x).

Since (mg - kg1) is an element of G this contradicts kx-\-g being an extension term

of p(x).

(b) Assume to the contrary that for some h £ H uAn(kx + h) = A„(/i)"G q(x).

By the coheir property of 9 there is 9* G G such that H \="An(kg* + g) — An(/i)".

This yields the contradiction llAn(kx + g) = An(kg* + 9)"G p(x).

A coheir of a nonextension type may remain so or turn into an extension type.

To investigate the situation more closely we introduce the following terminology.
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A nonextension type p is called bounded with respect to An if there is some g G G

such that for all g' G G

"A„(i + g') 2 An(x + 9)" G p(x)

and g is called a bounding element for p with respect to An.

LEMMA 3.3. Let p(x) be a bounded type with respect to An with bounding ele-

ment 9, then:

(i) for allkeZ, k¿ 0, g' G G,

ílAn(kx + g')2An{x + g)" G p(x),

(ii) etzery coheir q of p is again bounded and we can use the same bounding

element.

PROOF. Since p is in particular a nonextension type there is some a G G such

that "A„(x + g) = An{a)vE p(x).

(i) Assume for the sake of a contradiction that for some k G Z, k ^ 0 and g1 EG

we have "An(kx + g') C An(x + g)"E p(x). Since p(x) is a consistent type over G

there is some g* EG such that G \="An(kg* + g') C An(a)". But this implies

ilAn(x-g*) = An(kx-kg") = An([kx+g']-{kg*+g'}) C A„(o) = An(x+9)" G p(x)

contradicting g being a bounding element of p(x).

(ii) If we had "A„(x + h) C A„(o)"G 9(x) for some h E H then we could find by

the coheir property of 9 some g* E G such that H \=uAn(g* + h) C A„(a)". But

this implies the contradiction uAn(x — g*) = An([x-\-h\-\g* -+h\) C A„(a)"G p(x).

For an unbounded nonextension type p(x) we find a sequence (ga )a<\ of elements

from G of length A < card(G) such that for all a < ß

"A„(x + g0) C An(x + ga)" E p(x)

and for all 9 G G there is some q < A such that

"An(x + ga) C An(x + 9)" G p(x).

It is easily seen that for all ß < a

'^„(9/3 - 9a) = An(ga+X - gaf G p(x).

This is the reason for calling p(x) a pseudo-limit type and (9Q)a<A a pseudo-Cauchy

sequence for p. An element h of some elementary extension ii of G is said to be a

pseudo-limit of (ga)a<\ if for all a < A

H |= ^(h - ga) Ç A„(9Q+i - gay.

LEMMA 3.4. Let p(x) be a pseudo-limit type with pseudo Cauchy-sequence

{Ça)a<\ and h E H a pseudo-limit of (ga)a<\- Then every coheir 9 G S(H) of

p is an extension type with extension term x + h.

PROOF. First we notice that for 9,9' G G with "An(x + 9) = An(g'YE p(x) we

have "An(x + h) = An([x + 9] - [9 - h}) Ç A„(g)"G q(x), since by choice of h we

have//h"^n(9-^)Ç^n(9')"-

Now assume for the sake of a contradiction that we have "An(x + /i) = An(h!)"E

q(x) for some h' E H.   By the coheir property of 9 there is some g* E G with
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H |="An(9* + h) = An(h'Y. Since we are dealing with a nonextension type p we

can choose g' EG such that "A„(x - g) = An (</)"€ p. Then

uAn(g') = An(x - 9*) = An([x + h) - [9* + h\) ç An(h'f E q.

DEFINITION OF t„. (i) If p(x) is an extension type then t„(x) is some fixed

choice for its extension term.

(ii) If p(x) is a bounded type, then r„(x) = x + b with some fixed choice of a

bounding element 6 for p.

(iii) If p(x) is a pseudo-limit type with pseudo-Cauchy-sequence (9q)q<a then

we choose some pseudo-limit h E H of (ga)a<\ and set rn(x) — x + h.

We now come to consider n-fundaments. Since property 2.1(1) has no analogue

for n-fundaments we have to consider n terms 0"i,„,..., crnn instead of one. Each

Oitn will be of the form ix -+ h for some h E H. The details are almost word by

word the same as in the definition of r„; so we allow ourselves to be rather short.

In addition to n > 2, we also keep in the following some i, 1 < i < n, fixed.

DEFINITIONS, (i) p(x) is an extension type with respect to Fn and i, if there is

some g E G such that for all g' EG

*Fn(ix + g)j:Fn(g'YEp(x).

9 is called an extension element for p. We set OiiTl = ix + g for some fixed choice of

an extension element 9 for p.

(ii) p(x) is called a bounded type with respect to Fn and i, if it is not an extension

type and if there is some g E G such that for all g' EG

ilFn(ix ■+ g') D Fn(ix + 9)" G p.

g is called a bounding element for p. We set o^„ = ix + g for some fixed choice of

a bounding element 9 for p.

(iii) p(x) is called a pseudo-limit type with respect to Fn and i, if it is an un-

bounded nonextension type. In this case we find a pseudo-Cauchy-sequence (ga)a<\

for p, i.e. a sequence (9q)q<a of elements from G such that for all 9 G G there is

some a < A with

uFn(ix + g) c Fn{ix + gY €p

and for all a < ß

"Fn(gß -ga)= Fn(ga+X - ga)" G p.

We set o\,„(x) — ix-+h for some fixed choice h E H of a pseudo-limit for (9q)q<a-

LEMMA 3.5. (i) Any coheir of an extension type with respect to Fn and i is

again an extension type and we may use the same extension element.

(ii) Any coheir of a bounded type with respect to Fn and i is again a bounded

type and we may use the same bounding element.

(iii) Any coheir 9 of a pseudo-limit type p with respect to Fn and i is an extension

type and we may use any pseudo-limit of any pseudo-Cauchy-sequence for p as an

extension element for 9.

(iv) In any case we have for all coheirs 9 G S(H) of p and any h E H,

uFn{ix + h)D Fn(aUn(x)Y G q.

PROOFS. Analogous to the proofs of Lemmas 3.2-3.4.
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PROOF OF 3.1(A). Let H* be an elementary extension of H, h\,h*, E H*

realizing qx, 92 respectively and consider a LOG-formula <p(x) with parameters from

H. We have to show

H \= <p(h\) <-» <p(fe*2).

By Theorem 2.4 we can equivalently replace <p by a quanitifer-free LOG*-formula

<Po(x) with parameters from H and a LSP-formula

<Pi(An(ti(x)),..., An(zjm(x)), Fn{sx(x)),..., Fn(sr(x)))

with parameters from Spn(H) for an appropriate n > 2. Now H \= fo(hl) <->

^0(^2) follows immediately from 9i(0) = 92(0). The corresponding equivalence for

¡P\ will follow from qx (n) — 92 (n) when we succeed to verify the following:

(1) For all j, 1 < j <m, either

An(tj(hl)) = An(tj(meSVn(H)

or

MtjiK)) = An{Tn{h\))    and   An(iJ(^)) = An(rn(/i*2)).

(2) For all j, l<j<r, either

Fn(8j(h{)) = Fn(Sj(h*2)) E Spn(H)

or for some i, 1 < i < n,

Fn(sj(h¡)) = Fn(tTi>n(hD)   and   Fn(Sj(h*2)) = Fw(<r<,„W)).

Verification of (I). We fix j and use the notation tj — kx + h, t„ = rax + a. It

follows from Lemmas 3.2-3.4 that

"A„(fcx + h)D An(rn(x)Y G 91 n 92.

A simple computation using Lemma 2.1(3) shows for ¿ = 1,2

"An(kx + h) D An(mx + a)" £ qi(x)    iff    uAn(mh - ka) D A„(rax + a)" G 9,(x).

Since the assumption 91 (n) = 92 (n) implies

"An(ra/i-zco) D An(rax + a)" G 9i(x)    iff    "A„ (ra/i - fca) D An (rax + a)" G 92 (x)

we see that either

"An(zcx + /i) = An(ra/z-fca)" G 9iH92    or    uAn(kx + h) = A„(r„(x))" G 91 092-

The verification of (2) proceeds analogously.

PROOF OF 3.1(B). To begin with let us remark that from the assumption G < H

it follows using Lemma 2.2 that the maps /„: Spn(G) —> Spn(ü) defined by

fn(A%)) = Ajf(g),        fn(F°(g)) = F»(g)

are well defined elementary embeddings. We will identify Spn(G) with its isomor-

phic image under /„; thus look upon Sp„(G) as an elementary substructure of

Sp„(#).
By Fact A of §1 it suffices to prove for each n > 2 that for y and each Zi, 1 <

i < n, there are at most 2 possibilities for the cut determined by q(n) and y

(respectively by q(n) and Zi) as 9 runs through all coheirs of p. We shall verify this

for the variable y; the verification for the variables Zi are entirely analogous.
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If p is not a pseudo-limit type then the parameter in t„(x) belongs to G and we

may define the type in 5i(Spn(G)):

Pi,n{y) = {x(y)'-X{y) a LSP-formula with parameters from Spn(G)

such that x(An(rn(x))) belongs to p) .

For every coheir 9 of p in Spn(Ü~) we get by Lemma 2.2 that q\,n(y) is a coheir of

Pi,n, where qi,n(y) is the restriction of 9(n) to formulas containing at most the free

variable y.

If p is a pseudo-limit type with pseudo-Cauchy-sequence (gn)a<\, A < card G,

then r„(x) = x + h for some h E H, ha, pseudo-limit of (9a)Q<A- Let Co = {C G

Sp„(G): ("G < An(x + 9)"G p} and Ci = Spn(G)\C0. For any coheir 9 G S(H) of

p we must have for all Go G Co, C\E C\

"G0<An(x + /i)<Gi"G9(x).

uAn(x + h) < Gi"G q(x) is a simple consequence of the fact that h is a pseudo-limit

of (9q)c<a- Assume that uAn(x + h) < Go"G q(x). By the coheir property we have

for some g1 E G H \=uAn(gl + h) < Go". Since p is unbounded with respect to A„

we have for some a < A:"A„(x + 9) C An(g + g')vE p(x). Thus

liAn(g -h) = An(g + g'- (9' + h)) = An(g + 9')" G q(x).

But this would imply inconsistency ofq(x) since Go < An(g + g') — An(g — h) < Go-

Next we claim that for any coheir 9 G S (H) of p either "G < A„(x + h)"E 9 for

all C G Sp„(tf) with Co < C < Ci or "A„(x + ft) < G"G 9 for all C G Spn(tf)
with Co < C < Ci.  Assume to the contrary that for C,C' G Spn(H) with Co <

G < C' < Ci we have "C < An(x + h) < G'"G 9.  By the coheir property there

exists some g E G such that H \= C < An[g + h) < C.   For some a < A we

have "An(x + ga) < An(x - g) = An(g + gaYG V- F°r the pseudo-limit /i we have

An(h-ga) < An(ga+1 -ga). Thus An(h + g) = An(h - ga+-g+-ga) = An(g + ga)-

This is a contradiction since there are no elements of Sp„(G) between G and C'.

PROOF OF 3.1(C). We introduce the abbreviations:

Ei=the set of inequalities kx < h, h > kx with k E Z, zc ̂  0 and h E H.

I¡2=:the set of formulas

(Ix + h) = k (mod An(lx + h)), -<(lx + h) = k (mod An(lx + h)) for h E H

and all relevant n, k, I.

E3=the set of formulas D(p,r,i)(lx + h),^D(p,r,i)(lx + h) for h E H and all

relevant p,r,i,l.

E4=the set of formulas E(p, r, k)(lx + h), -<E(p, r, k)(lx + h) for h E H and all

relevant p,r,k,l.

Since every quantifier-free LOG'-formula is a Boolean combination of formulas

from Ei U • ■ • U E4 it suffices to show for i, 1 < i < 4,

(1)
card{9(0) n E,: : 9 G S (H) a coheir of p} < 2W.

Part 1. 9 n Ei is completely determined by the uz many cuts

Gfc,u - {h G //: (¡fez < h) G 9}, Gfc,¡ ={/iëz7: (kx > h) E q}.

By Theorem 1.2 there are for each k at most two possibilities for the cut (Ck,u,Ck,i)-
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Part 2. We show

(2) for any two coheirs 91,92 G S (H) of p such that

(A) for all n > 2:qx(n) = 92(n) and

(B) for all n > 2 and all k > 1:

r„(x) = fc (modA„(r„(x))) G 91    iff   rn(x) = k (modAn(r„(x))) G 92

it follows that 91 (0) n E2 = 92(0) n E2.

Now obviously (2) implies (1) for i = 2 by 3.1(B). To prove (2) we denote rn(x)

more detailed by mx + a and notice first that by Lemma 2.3 and the fact that we

have "An(lx + h) 2 An(Tn(x))vE 9 in any case, we get the following criterion:

(Ix + h) = k (mod A„(/x + h)) E 9 iff

(i) "An(/x + h) D An(mx + a)k(mh - la) = km (mod An(mh - la))v£ 9 or

(ii) "An(lx + h) = An(mx + a)k(lx -+ h) - k (mod An(lx + /i))"G 9.

If (Ix + h) = k (modA„(/x + h)) E 91 and (i) applies then assumption (A)

implies immediately (Ix + h) = k (mod An(lx + h)) E 92- If (ii) applies and p(x)

is an extension or a pseudo-limit type with respect to An then llAn(mh — la) C

An(mx + o)"G 91 and by (A) also uAn(mh - la) C An(mx + a)"G 92- But now

(Ix + h) = k (mod An(lx + h)) G 91

iff (/rax + mh) = km (mod An(/x + h)) G 91,

iff (Imx -+ la) = km (mod An(mx + a)) E 91,

iff km = I ■ l'k(mx -+ a) = I' (mod An (mx + a)) E 91,

iff (rax + a) — I' (mod An(mx + a)) G 92    (by (B)),

iff (Ix + h) = k (mod An(lx + h)) E 92.

If p(x) is a bounded type we will argue that (ii) cannot happen. Indeed in this

case we have llAn(mx + a) = A„(9)"G 91 fl 92 for some g E G. If "(Zx + h) =

k (mod An(lx + h))&iAn(mx + a) = An(g)vE 9, then we may assume w.l.o.g. that

G \= g = 1 (mod An(g))- But this yields "An(/x + h - kg) C An(mx + a)nE 9

contradicting Lemma 3.2.

PART 3. We show that

(3) for any two coheirs 91,92 G S (H) of p such that

(A) for all n > 2, 91 (n) = 92(n) and

(B) for all p, r, i and k

D(p,r,i)(ok,P') G 91    iff   D(p,r,i)(ok^pr) G 92

we have 91 n E3 = 92 fl E3.

Obviously (3) implies (1) for i = 3. We write more detailed kx + a for ok^pr. To

prove (3) we notice first that by Lemma 3.5(iv) we have the following criterion for

all coheirs 9 of p and all h E H:

D(p,r,i)(kx + h) G 9 iff

(i) "Fp,r(zcx + h)D Fp,r(kx + a)kD(p, r, i)(h - a)"G 9 or

(ii) "Fp,r(zcx + h) = FPtr(kx + a)&cD(p, r, i)(kx + h)"E 9.

If D(p,r,i)(kx + h) £ qx and (i) applies then by (3)(A) "Fp,r(/cx + h) D

Fp^r(kx + a)vE 92 and we obtain immediately D(p, r, i)(kx + h) E 92. If (ii) applies

and p(x) is an extension or a pseudo-limit type with respect to Fp,r and k, then
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uFp>r(h-a) C FPtr(kx + a)"£ qu thus by (3) (A) also uFPtr(h-a) C Fp,r(fcx + a)"G

92. But now

D(p, r, i)(kx + h) £ 9i    iff D(p, r, i)(kx + a) G 91,

iff D(p,r,i)(kx + a) £ q2    (by (B)),

iff D(p, r, i) (kx + h) E 92.

If p(x) is a bounded type we have llFp^r(kx + h) = FPir(9)"G 91 for some 9 G H.

By the coheir property of 91 there is 90 G G such that

H \= FPtr(kg0 + h) = Fp,r(g)kD(p,r,i)(kg0 + h).

Thus by Lemma 2.3 D(p,r,i)(kx-kgo) £ p Ç 91ÍI92 and further D(p,r,i)(kx+h) E

12-
Part 4. Follows along the very same line as Part 2.
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